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men whose fortunes were due to the growth of commerce and
manufactures under the Industrial Revolution rather than to
the ownership of land. Such men were Robert Peel (1788-
1850), who now became Home Secretary, F. J. Robinson, the
new Chancellor of the Exchequer, and William Huskisson
(1770-1830), who took charge of the Board of Trade. The main
concern of the " Old Gang " had been to repress discontents
by such methods as The Six Acts ; but the younger men had
a greater understanding of the problems which underlay the
discontents of the time, and more practical ability in tackling
them. No social prejudices prevented their appreciation of
Canning's greatness as a statesman, and he acquired much the
same sort of dominant position in the counsels of the Govern-
ment that had formerly been enjoyed by Castlereagh.
§ 273. canning at the foreign office.—Canning con-
tinued his predecessor's policy of refusing to join with the other
Great Powers in helping foreign Governments to repress
" liberal" movements among their subjects (§ 270); and in
several cases he went a long step further—he intervened on
behalf of the insurgents. For instance, he sent an army to
Lisbon to prevent the overthrow of the Constitution which the
Portuguese " liberals " had established. Even more noteworthy
was his action over the Spanish colonies in South America.
These had refused to recognise the authority of " King " Joseph
Bonaparte (§261); and they found it so advantageous to be free
from the restrictions which their home Government had always
imposed on their commerce that when their " legitimate "
King, Ferdinand, was restored to the throne in 1814, they
declared that they were going to maintain their independence.
Ferdinand tried in vain to compel them to submit; and when
the other Powers proposed to come to his aid in the matter,
Canning recognised the independence of the new republics,
which was a broad hint that the British navy would prevent the
transport of French or Russian troops to suppress them (Ni9i).
In this action he was supported by the United States, whose

